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EALTH IS ALL ABOUT THE STATE OF THE WATER
IN OUR BODIES. One of the most profound influences on the
water in our bodies is the electro-magnetic environment and the
introduction of man-made electrical devices. There is no clearer place to
see these effects than in a thorough investigation of the history of influenza
in the past 150 years.
The word “influenza” originated in Italy. The first record of this strange
and inexplicable illness occurred around the year 1580. As the
phenomenon recurred, acute observers recognized that it tended to ‘pop
up’ simultaneously in multiple locations, sometimes on multiple
continents. In an effort to explain this cognitively dissonant fact, Italian
‘scientists’ examined sun-spot records and noticed that outbreaks always
seemed to coincide with peaks of sun-spot activity.
They understood that when the sun’s surface (or corona) was most active,
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there were mass ejections from the sun that manifested as spectacular
displays of the Aurora Borealis in northern climes and that there were also
magnetic effects (or magnetic ‘waves’) from the sun that struck the earth
with uncommon intensity at these times.
Thus the word “Influenza became the name of this illness. “Influenza”
being short for “Influenza delle stelle”—Influence of the Stars.
“Anxiety disorder,” afflicting one-sixth of humanity, did not exist before
the 1860’s, when telegraph wires first encircled the earth.
Influenza, in its present form, was invented in 1889, along with alternating
current.
Prior to the 1860’s, diabetes was so rare that few doctors saw more than
one or two cases during their lifetime.
Heart disease at that time was the twenty-fifth most common illness,
behind accidental drowning.
Cancer was also exceedingly rare.
The systematic electrification of Europe had begun in 1839 with the
opening of the magnetic telegraph. The electrification of America began
a few years later in 1844.
By 1850, telegraph lines were under construction on every continent
except Antarctica.
1859 The City of London installed electric wires to the streets, shops, and
residential rooftops.
By 1860, Australia, Java, Singapore, and India were being joined
undersea.
By 1875, thirty thousand miles of submarine cable had demolished oceanic
barriers to communication, and the tireless weavers had electrified seven
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hundred thousand miles of copper web over the surface of the earth—
enough wire to encircle the globe almost thirty times.
In the midst of this transformation Dr. George Miller Beard wrote of a
previously unknown disease that he was observing in his neurology
practice in NYC.
Dr. Beard named this ‘mystery disease' “neurasthenia', which means
“weak nerves”.
Beard and Thomas Edison collaborated in 1875 investigating an “etheric
force”, which was able to travel through the air. Beard correctly surmised
that this was high frequency electricity.
When he died in 1883, the cause of neurasthenia, to everyone’s frustration,
had still not been identified. But in a large portion of the world where the
term “neurasthenia” is still in everyday use among doctors—and the term
is used in most of the world outside of the United States —electricity is
recognized today as one of its causes. And the electrification of the world
was undoubtedly responsible for its appearance out of nowhere during the
1860’s, to become a pandemic during the following decades.
Other related illnesses were described in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, occupational diseases suffered by those who worked
in proximity to electricity.
For example, Telegraphers were afflicted with “Telegrapher's cramp” (or,
“telegraphic sickness”).
These patients suffered from heart palpitations, dizziness, insomnia,
weakened eyesight, and a feeling “as though a vice were gripping the back
of their head.” They suffered from exhaustion, depression, and memory
loss, and after some years of work a few descended into insanity.
Telephone operators, too, often suffered permanent injury to their health.
By 1862, every rail line was sandwiched between one or more telegraph
wires running overhead and the return currents from those lines coursing
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beneath, a portion of which flowed along the metal rails themselves, upon
which the passenger cars rode.
Passengers and train personnel commonly suffered from the same
complaints later reported by telegraph and telephone operators: fatigue,
irritability, headaches, chronic dizziness and nausea, insomnia, tinnitus,
weakness, and numbness. They had rapid heart beat, bounding pulse, facial
flushing, chest pains, depression, and sexual dysfunction. Some became
grossly overweight.
Some bled from the nose, or spat blood. Their eyes hurt, with a “dragging”
sensation, as if they were being pulled into their sockets. Their vision and
their hearing deteriorated, and a few became gradually paralysed. A decade
later they would have been diagnosed with neurasthenia—as many railroad
employees later were.

1889
In 1889, power line harmonic radiation began. From that year forward the
earth’s magnetic field bore the imprint of power line frequencies and their
harmonics. In that year, exactly, the natural magnetic activity of the earth
began to be suppressed. This has affected all life on earth. The power line
age was ushered in by the 1889 pandemic of influenza.

1889
1st Global Electrical System = Russian Flu Epidemic Also called the
“Russian Flu Epidemic of 1889”.
In 1889, most historians agree, the modern electrical era opened. And in
1889, as if the heavens had suddenly opened as well, doctors in the
Americas, Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia were overwhelmed by a
flood of critically ill patients suffering from a strange disease that seemed
to have come like a thunderbolt from nowhere, a disease that many of
these doctors had never seen before. That disease was influenza, and that
pandemic lasted four continuous years and killed at least one million
people.
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1889: First appearance of a global electrical system, thousands of miles
of electrical tracks laid down, first appearance of alternating-current
generating stations. Then, the first modern global influenza pandemic
started in the fall of 1889, killing more than 1 million people and appearing
simultaneously all over the globe, faster than any transportation at the
time, suggesting contagion played no role in the outbreak.

Influenza Is an Electrical Disease.

Monument to Marconi on The Site of His Original
Wireless Transmitting Tower
In 1897, Giuglielmo Marconi erected the world's first permanent radio
station tower on the Isle of Wight a large island off the South coast of
England.
Jacques Arsène d’Arsonval, a distinguished physicist and medic, is
remembered today for his many contributions in both fields. He devised
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ultra-sensitive meters to measure magnetic fields, and equipment to
measure heat production and respiration in animals.
D’Arsonval measured the same changes in oxygen consumption and
carbon dioxide production as with low frequency currents. These facts
proved, he wrote, “that the currents of high frequency penetrate deeply
into the organism.”
These early results should have made anyone experimenting with radio
waves think twice before exposing the whole world to them
indiscriminately Marconi, however, was unfamiliar with d’Arsonval’s
work. Largely self-educated, the inventor had no inkling of radio’s
potential dangers and no fear of it.
Therefore when he powered up his new transmitter on the island he had
no suspicion that he might be doing himself or anyone else any harm.
Marconi started experiencing health issues. By 1904, he was occupied
with building a permanent super-high-power radio link across the Atlantic
Ocean, his bouts of chills and fevers had become so severe that it was
thought they were recurrences of malaria.
1904 Bees began to die.
1905 Marconi married Beatrice O'Brien, who lived in the station house
surrounded by twenty-eight huge radio towers. Her ears began to ring.
Three months later she was severely ill. She spent most of her 9 month
pregnancy on the island being bombarded with powerful radio waves and
the baby died a few weeks after birth of “unknown causes.”
1906 ninety percent of the honey bees had disappeared from the entire
island for no apparent reason. The bees left could not fly, were very weak
and dying.
During 1915 and 1916, the United Kingdom made progress in installing
thirteen long-range stations in various parts of the world in order to keep
in contact with its navy.
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Then, in 1917, an event occurred that changed the electrical environment
of the rest of the world. Millions of dollars of United States government
money were suddenly mobilized in a crash program to equip the Army,
Navy, and Air Force with the most modern communication capability
possible.

Bee Keepers Reported a Great Loss of Bees.
In 1917, working under the British Board of Invention and Research,
Canadian physicists Robert William Boyle and Albert B. Wood, produced
a prototype active sound detection system.

SONAR 1918
In 1918, the radio era began. It began with the building of hundreds of
powerful radio stations at LF and VLF frequencies, the frequencies
guaranteed to most alter the magnetosphere. The radio era was ushered in
by the Spanish influenza pandemic of 1918.
LINK - Did Rockefeller Create the Spanish Flu Pandemic?
1918: 1st Radio Transmissions go live world-wide in 1917 = Spanish
Flu Pandemic of 1918.
A puzzling observation was that so few patients in 1918 had sore throats,
runny noses, or other initial respiratory symptoms. But neurological
symptoms, just as in the pandemic of 1889, were rampant, even in mild
cases.
Many attempts to demonstrate contagion had met resounding failure.
1918: The great flu pandemic. At that time, the U.S. installed 13 giant
radio and communications transmitters throughout the world. They all
went live in late 1917 through the end of 1918. For the first time, radio
signals could be heard in every part of the globe.
At that time, the “Spanish flu” affected one-third of the world’s population,
killing tens of millions of people. It occurred in places like the Antarctica,
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which had no contact with the outside world. The first known cases were
1,127 radio operators at Camp Funston, Kansas. They were the first to use
wireless transmitters. Patients mostly died because of changes in
coagulation of the blood, a known and recognized effect at that time of
“electricity sickness.”
The other interesting point is that the most affected were the young and
healthy, not the old and infirm. Attempts to prove contagion of the illness
were uniformly unsuccessful.
The 1918 Spanish flu pandemic (H1N1 Virus) was caused by the sudden
influx of radio waves all over the planet. During World War II the
invention of radar triggered a similar death toll.
Radio Waves + Invention of SONAR = H1N1 Spanish Flu Pandemic
1946

1G = 1st Zika Virus.
Mobile Telephone Service, Motorola company launched the first
commercial MTS in US in 1946, likewise a number of companies in
different countries emerged. Before the evolution of the first Generation
wireless network or 1G there was a pre cellular technology, countries like
US started using it in the year 1946.
Zika virus first isolated in 1947 in the Ziika Forest of Uganda.
Radar, first used extensively during World War II, was deployed on
a spectacular scale by the United States during the mid-1950’s.
The Mid-Canada Line, extending 2,700 miles from Hopedale, Labrador
to Dawson Creek, British Columbia, consisted of 98 powerful Doppler
radars 30 miles apart and roughly 300 miles north of the Pinetree Line.
Construction of the first station began on October 1, 1956.
58 stations of DEW Line along the 69th parallel north of the Arctic Circle
installed.
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Towers equipped with long-range radars went up along the Atlantic
coast, Cape Cod, NY Harbour, activated in early summer 1957.
In 1957, the radar era began. It began with the building of hundreds of
powerful early warning radar stations that littered the high latitudes of the
northern hemisphere, hurling millions of watts of microwave energy
skyward.
Low-frequency components of these waves rode on magnetic field lines
to the southern hemisphere, polluting it as well. The radar era was ushered
in by the Asian flu pandemic of 1957.

1957
White Alice Comm System goes live November 1956 = Asian Flu
Pandemic of 1957
1957: Asian flu pandemic. This outbreak coincided with the installation
of the White Alice Communication systems installed throughout Alaska
with signals powerful enough to cover the globe. It went live in November
1956; the flu pandemic started in the fall of 1957.
First reported in Singapore in February 1957, a new influenza A (H2N2)
virus emerged and became known as the “Asian flu.” It spread throughout
China and its surrounding regions first, and it arrived in the US by that
summer.
HFMD (Hand Foot and Mouth Disease) cases were first described
clinically in Canada and New Zealand in 1957
A decade later the United States launched the world’s first constellation
of military satellites into orbit at an altitude of about 18,000 nautical miles,
right in the heart of the outer Van Allen radiation belt. Called the Initial
Defence Communication Satellite Program (IDCSP), its 28 satellites
became operational after the last eight were launched on June 13, 1968.
In each case—in 1889, 1918, 1957, and 1968—the electrical envelope
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of the earth and to which we are all attached by invisible strings, was
suddenly and profoundly disturbed.
In 1968, the satellite era began. It began with the launch of dozens of
satellites whose broadcast power was relatively weak. But since they were
already in the magnetosphere, they had as big an effect on it as the small
amount of radiation that managed to enter it from sources on the ground.
The satellite era was ushered in by the Hong Kong flu pandemic of 1968.

1968

IDCSP becomes operational 1966 = Hong Kong Flu H3N2
1968: Hong Kong flu.
On June 12, 1968, the U.S. went live with the first global military
satellites called the Initial Defence Communication Satellite Program. It
was the first time a global communication system was inserted directly
into the earth’s outer radiation belt, called the Van Allen belt. This
disrupted the magnetic field globally in an unprecedented way. The Hong
Kong flu, which killed millions, began in July 1968.
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Every pandemic is linked to “a quantum leap in the electrification the
earth,” to the introduction of radio waves around the earth. In 1968 the
sudden infusion of satellites into the Van Allen belt around the Earth
created yet another increase in unexplained deaths. Since 1968, two
landmarks events in the history of EMFs occurred: the introduction of the
wireless cellular technology, followed by the High Frequency Active
Auroral Research Program (HAARP).
The dates and the flu pandemics associated with these events are not as
clear as in the previous four, and it’s also possible that these were not
marked by a flu pandemic as much as the dramatic increases in diabetes,
heart disease, and neuro-degenerative diseases. It seems that humans
(actually all living things) have adapted to a new but lower level of health.
After the Hong Kong flu epidemic, doctors and scientists, not suspecting
a link between the electro-magnetic environment and these pandemics,
investigated whether influenza was caused by a contagious agent, such as
a virus.
However, the flu broke out in many places at once around the globe,
spreading faster than any living thing could travel. Finally, the Public
Health Department in Boston decided to investigate just how contagious
influenza was. Here is what they found:–
In a further experiment with new volunteers and donors, the salt solution
was eliminated and with cotton swabs, the material was transferred directly
from nose to nose, and from throat to throat, using donors in the first,
second and third day of the disease. NONE of these volunteers who
received the material thus directly transferred from cases took sick in any
way––All of the volunteers received at least two and some of them three
‘shots’ as they expressed it.”
Simply put, these and many other studies failed to provide any support
that influenza was a contagious, microbial disease.
Rudolf Steiner, when commenting about the 1918 pandemic, apparently
said the “virus” they were finding was just a mineralised excretion of the
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cells. In other words, the cells were poisoned (he thought by some part of
“sub-nature”), which caused changes in the crystalline water of the cell,
thereby producing illness. The body tries to detoxify itself by ridding itself
of toxins, which we have been led to believe are contagious viruses.
Dr. Thomas Cowan perfectly explained the irradiation of the earth by
gradually increasing amounts of electricity in the air throughout the course
of the 20th century.
Viruses, Cowan explained, are the excretions of a toxic cell which
happens when the cell is poisoned. Viruses are not the actual cause of
anything.
How does the whole world get the same symptoms at the same time?
Better check your Smart Phone?
There has been a dramatic and quantum leap in the past six months with
the electrification of the earth, Begich explained. It’s called 5G.
The 20,000 satellites now circling the Earth are not compatible with
health. we are electric beings. The first completely blanketed 5G city in
the world is Wuhan, China.
Susceptibility depends on how much metal you have in your body, which
is increased by simply breathing in air which has been polluted by metals
you see in the sky (chemtrails-atmospheric aerosol injection) and
adjuvants used in the vaccines you accept.
When you start injecting aluminium in people, they become receptors
of radio waves for absorbing EMFs. The deterioration of species’ which
is what we’re now experiencing. - John Kaminski 23 March 2020.

1976
1976 Remote control devices = EBOLA
The first known Ebola outbreaks in humans struck simultaneously in
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the Republic of the Sudan and the Democratic Republic of Congo in 1976.
Most remote control devices—the gadgets that open garages and car doors,
and operate television sets—communicate using infrared radiation.
The problem with computers In 1977, Apple gave the world a
revolutionary new device. The personal computer, as it came to be known,
was powered by a new type of gadget called a switch mode power supply.
If you have a laptop, it’s the little transformer/charger that you plug into
the wall.
This gift from Apple was much lighter in weight, more efficient, and
more versatile than previous methods of supplying low-voltage DC power
to electrical equipment. It had only one glaring fault: instead of delivering
only pure DC, it also polluted the electric power grid, the earth, the
atmosphere, and even outer space with a broad range of frequencies. But
its usefulness made it rapidly indispensable to the mushrooming
electronics industry.
Today computers, televisions, fax machines, cell phone chargers, and
most other electronic equipment used in home and industry depend on it.
Computers, and all other electronic equipment that contains digital
circuitry, also emit ultrasonic radiation from other components.
Dimmer switches. Another device that chops up 50- or 60-cycle current
is the ubiquitous dimmer switch. Here, too, the traditional variable resistor
has been replaced with something else.
Instead of a smooth flow of 50 or 60-cycle electricity, you get a tumultuous
mixture of higher harmonics that flows through the light bulb, pollutes
house wiring, and irritates the nervous system.
A large portion of these unwanted frequencies are in the ultrasonic
range.
Power lines. As early as the 1970’s, Hiroshi Kikuchi, at Nihon University
in Tokyo, reported that significant amounts of high frequency currents
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were occurring on the power grid due to transformers, motors, generators,
and electronic equipment. And some of it was radiating into space.
On the ground, radiation in a continuous spectrum from 50 Hz to as
high as 100 MHz was being measured. In 1978, small devices appeared
in Radio Shack stores that transmitted at 120 kHz. Consumers could plug
them in and use the wiring in their walls to carry signals that enabled them
to control lamps and other appliances remotely from command consoles.
Smart Meter Smart Grid, presently under construction all over the
world. See links at bottom of page.

1G = Influenza A(H3N2), HIV/AIDS
The first analog cellular system widely deployed in North America was
the Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS). It was commercially
introduced in the Americas in 1978, Israel in 1986, and Australia in 1987.
1G is the first generation wireless mobile communication technology,
1G or first generation of wireless network was introduced in the year 1980,
the technology used in the 1G Mobile phones was analogue
telecommunications and the radio signal used in the 1G network was
analogue.
In the year 1981, the first ever international roaming featured mobile
network was launched in Denmark, Finland, Sweden, and Norway.

2G = Continuation of Influenza A, HIV/AIDS
In the 1990’s, the ‘second generation’ mobile phone systems emerged. It
differed from the previous generation by using digital instead of analog
transmission. The rise in mobile phone usage as a result of 2G was
explosive and this era also saw the advent of prepaid mobile phones.
2G is the second generation wireless mobile communication
technology, the 2G commercial services were launched in Finland in the
year 1991.
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In 1993, IBM Simon was introduced. This was possibly the world’s first
smart-phone. It was a mobile phone, pager, fax machine, and PDA all
rolled into one. It included a calendar, address book, clock, calculator,
notepad, email, and a touch screen with a QWERTY keyboard.
Surprisingly, it also had apps.
HAARP Established in 1993

Research and testing: Lunar Echo experiment 2008 (Extraterrestrial HF
radar echos)
Testing of Spread Spectrum Transmitters 2009 (A signal generated with
a particular bandwidth is deliberately spread in the frequency domain,
resulting in a signal with a wider bandwidth)
Producing high density plasma clouds in upper atmosphere February
25, 2013 (Using the 3.6-megawatt high-frequency HAARP transmitter,
the plasma clouds, for use as artificial mirrors and reflection of HF radar
and communications signals)
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Underground imaging July 13, 2018 using ELF/VLF Radio Waves.
HFMD (Hand Foot and Mouth Disease) Outbreaks 1997,98,
2008,09,10,11,12,2018. HFMD cases were first described clinically in
Canada and New Zealand in 1957. The disease was termed "Hand Foot
and Mouth Disease".
A sudden spike in diabetes cases occurred nationwide in 1997—a 31
percent increase in a single year. No one was able to explain why.
But that was the year the telecommunications industry introduced digital
cell phones en masse to the United States. The first such phones went on
sale in dozens of American cities during the Christmas season of 1996.
Construction of cell towers began in those cities during 1996, but 1997
was the year that battalions of towers, previously confined to metropolises,
marched out over the rural landscapes to occupy previously virgin
territory. That was the year cell phones were transformed from a rich
person’s luxury to the common person’s soon-to-be necessity—the year
microwave radiation from towers and antennas became inescapable over
large parts of the United States.
Diabetes, obesity, and cancer are diseases related to electrification.
About eighty million Americans today have “ringing in the ears” to some
degree. Tinnitus rates have been rising for at least the last thirty years, and
dramatically so for the last twenty.
Most of these people do not have tinnitus, which is an internally
generated sound, often in one ear, usually accompanied by some degree
of hearing loss. Most people today who have “ringing in the ears” hear it
equally in both ears, have perfect hearing, and are hearing a pitch at the
very top of their hearing range.
They are hearing the electricity around them, and it is getting louder all
the time. The clues to what is happening were planted over two centuries
ago. French electrotherapist Jean Baptiste Le Roy, in 1755, was apparently
the first to elicit an auditory response to static electricity.
( Page 17 )
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1997-98 3G =H3N2 and SARS
The first 3G services was launched commercially in the year 1998 by
NTT Docomo in Japan.
In 1998, the launch of the 66-satellite constellation called Iridium
brought cell phone service for the first time to the vast un-served regions
of the earth, previously owned by penguins and whales.
The commencement of service by the second satellite cell phone
company, Globalstar, was again accompanied by widespread sudden
illness. Globalstar announced the beginning of full commercial service in
the United States and Canada from its 48 satellites on Monday, February
28, 2000.
Widespread reports of nausea, headaches, leg pain, respiratory
problems, depression, and lack of energy began.
Iridium, which had gone bankrupt in the
summer of 1999, was resurrected on
December 5, 2000, when it signed a
contract to provide satellite phones to the
United States Armed Forces. On March
30, 2001, commercial service was
resumed, and on June 5, Iridium added
mobile satellite data services, including the ability to connect to the
Internet. Nausea, flu-like symptoms, and feelings of oppression
accompanied both events. Hoarseness was a prominent complaint.
2002 3G cell towers on Mount Nardi, Australia installed, immediate
decline in insect population.
2.75G EDGE was launched in 2003 by AT&T in the US
2002-2004 SARS outbreak was an epidemic involving severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS) caused by SARS-CoV. The outbreak was
first identified in Foshan, Guangdong, China, in November 2002.
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3G coverage in the mid-2000’s
2009 “enhanced 3G” added to Mount Nardi communications tower, 27
bird species left the mountain.
4G = Swine Flu
2009 H1N1 'Swine Flu' Pandemic.
The first 4G services was launched commercially in the year 2009 by
Norway, Oslo, Stockholm, and Sweden in the name of 4G LTE.
In early 2013, when 4G was installed on Mount Nardi, a further 49 bird
species left, all bat species became scarce, four common species of cicada
almost disappeared, frog populations were drastically reduced, and the
massive and diverse populations of moths, butterflies, and ants became
uncommon to rare.
MERS outbreak in 2015 in South Korea
Ebola outbreak in 2014-2016
Zika Virus outbreak in 2015-2016. 2019-2020 and beyond.......…
5G = CORONA VIRUS (COVID-19)
This is going to get worse in the '2nd wave', which the ‘officials and CV
task force' are telling us will come in the fall. Your children are at great
risk when they go back to school where they are installing the 5G systems.
There will be a ‘mystery illness' that 'THEY' will blame on a 'virus' and
the plan is to VACCINATE everybody on earth. It's all about
depopulation and total control.
What we are witnessing (collectively as earthlings) is the roll-out of
AGENDA 2030.
If you still have not realized what is going on, then you have been heavily
programmed and brainwashed into believing you can 'catch' viruses.
( Page 19 )
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Viruses are when our own cells are poisoned and the secretion from our
cells is the 'virus'. It is dead, it is not living. It is basically a solvent, or
(detergent), which cleans out the toxicity in our bodies.
This occurs two times a year, in the spring and in the fall. Those of us who
are healthy will only get sniffles or a mild cold. Those of you who are
unhealthy and full of toxins will become more seriously ill, produce
phlegm, stuffy, and, well, sick. DO NOT GET ANY VACCINATIONS,
EVER!
There are healthy and natural ways to beat sicknesses.
The powers that be are using these 'outbreaks' to cause fear and panic and
to persuade you to get vaccinated.
The only way you can 'catch' COVID-19 is if you get the Vaccine, which
has the Bill Gates patented CV-19 virus in it. All other 'cases' are simply
misdiagnosis and being labelled as COVID-19.
Why? It's all about the money. A hospital gets $13K for 'COVID' patients,
and if they are put on a respirator the hospital gets $39K. About 80% of
those put on respirators die because when the body cannot absorb oxygen
via the haemoglobin, a respirator forcing oxygen into you will only kill
you.
Haemoglobin in blood carries oxygen from the lungs to the rest of the
body.
Radio frequency WiFi radiation causes the oxygen molecules to spin and
the haemoglobin cannot transport oxygen to your body. This is what RF
millimetre waves do to oxygen molecules.
Just think of what a microwave does to your food inside the microwave.
It does it to you, but you don't need to be in the microwave.
If you own an RF meter, you can see for yourself how high our devices
are in radiation.
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Joe Imbriano is the best at explaining the dangers of 5G millimeter waves.
See link below.
It's time to get educated people! STOP believing the liars of the
Mainstream Media, the doctors that follow satanic-medical-protocol that
NEVER heals or treats the cause, and the governments that claim they
are “here to help”!
It should be obvious by now that the NEWS, the Medical Mafia, and BIG
GOVERNMENT is NOT HERE TO HELP. They are here to oppress
and enslave.
Find out more about COVID-19 and the TRUTH HERE: This is not a
virus, it is an AGENDA!!!
Get educated on AGENDA 2030
Summaries from “The Invisible Rainbow” by Arthur Firstenberg
The Story of Influenza:
Joe Imbriano (The Fullerton Informer) Link 2
Smart Meter Dangers
Stop the Crime.net
Healthy Videos and Natural Cures Link 2, Link 3
GET OFF PHARMACEUTICALS
CANCEL YOUR TV SUBSCRIPTION
STOP BEING A MEDIA-BELIEVING – NON THINKING –
ORDER-FOLLOWER
REPENT AND CHANGE YOUR WAYS
TRUST IN YAHSHUA (Jesus) CHRIST
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Steven Books
League Enterprises
Suite 3, 3rd. Floor
148 Cambridge Heath Road
London
E1 5QJ
For books by identity authors –
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria Splinter
and Richard Porter plus many
other subjects and difficult to
obtain books.
http://www.stevenbooks.co.uk/category/341/Religion
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE

